It is known that the unrestricted Toda chain is equivalent to the Riccati equation for the Stieltjes function of the orthogonal polynomials. Under a special condition, this Riccati equation can be reduced to the Schrödinger equation. We show that this condition is equivalent to type B solutions of the Toda chain. We establish some nontrivial consequences arising from this Toda-Schrödinger correspondence. In particular, we show that the KdV densities can be identified with the moments of the corresponding orthogonal polynomials. We establish equivalence between type B solutions of the Toda molecule and the Bargmann potentials of the Schrödinger equation
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is establishing of nontrivial relations between solutions of the Schrödinger equation and so-called type B solutions of the unrestricted Toda chain. The main tool of our approach is a connection between solutions of the unrestricted Toda chain and orthogonal polynomials proposed in [19] . Although today solutions of the Toda chain are well studied, still there are interesting relations with quantum mechanics which we are going to present here.
The paper is organized as follows.
In the second section we recall relations between the Toda chain and orthogonal polynomials based mostly on the result of the paper [19] . We find the condition under which equation for the Stieltjes function can be presented in the form of the Standard Schrödinger equation.
In the third section we show that this condition is equivalent to a specific "mirror" boundary conditions for the Toda chain. In turn, this is equivalent to solutions of type B of the Toda chain introduced by Ueno and Takasaki [22] .
In the fourth section, we show that there is one-to-one correspondence between conserved densities σ n (x) of the Korteweg-de Vries equation and the moments c n (t) of orthogonal polynomials corresponding to the type B Toda chain solutions.
In the fifth section, the finite-dimensional case (i.e. Toda chain molecule) is considered. The main result of this section is establishing the equivalence between the class of the Bargmann (reflectionless) potentials of the Schrödinger equation and the type B Toda molecule.
In the sixth section, we consider spectral problems (direct and inverse) for finite Jacobi matrices corresponding to the type B and C. Matrices with such (and similar) structures are important in applications, e.g. in perfect state transfer in quantum informatics [27] .
In the seventh section, special elementary solutions of Toda chain of type B are considered. These solutions correspond to the well known exactly solvable potential of the Schrödinger equation. In turn, solutions of the Toda chain correspond to some classical orthogonal polynomials.
Finally, in the eight section, we consider an example of the Schrödinger equation with the linear potential. This leads to rational solutions of the Painlevé-II equation.
Toda chain, Stieltjes function and orthogonal polynomials
Let c 0 (t) and u 0 (t) be two arbitrary analytic functions in t. Define b 0 (t) =ċ 0 /c 0 and then construct functions u n (t), n = ±1, ±2, . . . and b n (t), n = ±1, ±2, . . . by using the Toda chain equations [20] 
It is clear that all these functions u n (t), b n (t) are determined uniquely if one assumes that u n (t) = 0. We can construct another sequence of functions c n (t), n = 1, 2, . . . uniquely from the nonlinear recurrence relation with initial conditions H 0 = 1, H 1 (t) = c 0 (t). It appears that all these relations are equivalent in case if u n (t) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . [19] . Moreover, the functions H n (t) can be related with moments c n (t) as H n (t) = det||c i+k (t)|| n−1 i,k=0 , (2.4) i.e. H n (t) are the Hankel determinants corresponding to the moments c n (t). Relations between H n (t) and the recurrence coefficients u n (t), b n (t) are
Thus nondegenerate condition u n (t) = 0 is equivalent to the condition H n (t) = 0 Let F (z; t) be the Stieltjes functions, i.e. a formal generating function corresponding to these moments:
It is easily verified [19] that relations (2.2) are equivalent to the Riccati equation for the Stieltjes functioṅ
Using the substitution
we transform the Riccati equation to the Sturm-Liouville equation
where b −1 (t) = b 0 −u 0 /u 0 as assumed by the Toda chain equations (2.1). Conversely, starting from an appropriate solution of the Sturm-Liouville equation (2.9) we can construct the Stieltjes function F (z; t) satisfying the Riccati equation (2.7) and then reconstruct corresponding moments c n (t), n = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
With the moments c n (t) one can associate the monic orthogonal polynomials P n (x; t) by the formulas
Then P n (x; t) are polynomials of exact degree n satisfying three-term recurrence relation
with the initial conditions P 0 (x; t) = 1,
Moreover, the orthogonal polynomials P n (x; t) satisfy the relatioṅ
where P
n (x; t) are so-called associative polynomials defined by the recurrence relation
n (x; t) + u n+1 (t)P
n−1 (x; t) = xP (1) n (x; t), (2.14)
with initial conditions P
0 (x; t) = 1, P
where F n (x) = h n x −n−1 + O(x −n−2 ) are functions of the second kind satisfying the same recurrence relation 16) that the polynomials P n (x). Clearly F 0 (x) = F (x). For n = 0 relation (2.16) looks as [19] :
The moments c n (t) define a linear functional σ(t) acting on the space of polynomials by its values on the monomials. σ(t), x n = c n (t) (2.17) Polynomials P n (x; t) are orthogonal with respect to the functional σ:
Thus the functions u 0 (t), c 0 (t) (or, equivalently, u 0 (t), b 0 (t) =ċ 0 /c 0 ) generate uniquely a set of orthogonal polynomials P n (x; t) and a linear functional σ(t) providing orthogonality of these polynomials.
Assume that the functions u 0 (t), c 0 (t) satisfy the condition
with a constant κ not depending on t. Condition (2.19) is equivalent to the condition b −1 (t) = 0. Indeed,
Under this condition, the Sturm-Liouville equation (2.9) is reduced to the standard Schrödinger equation 20) where u 0 (t) plays the role of the "potential" of the Schrödinger equation and z 2 /4 is the "energy". Note that the constant κ can be chosen equal to 1. Indeed, the Toda chain equations for the moments (2.2) are preserved under the scaling transform c n → µc n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and u 0 → u 0 with some constant µ not depending on t. This mean that all the moments c n are defined up to a nonzero constant µ. Hence if condition (2.19) holds then we can always assume that κ = 1, i.e. u 0 = c 0 .
There is a trivial generalization of (2.19) leading again to the Schrödinger type of the Sturm-Liouville equation (2.9) . Indeed, it is sufficient to put b −1 = β, where β is a constant not depending on t. Equivalently, this meansċ
Then equation (2.9) becomes the Schrödinger equation 23) with and arbitrary constant C. Whence
This means that the coefficient b 0 is shifted by the constant β. By induction, it is easy to show that this is valid for all coefficients: if {b n (t), u n (t)} is unique solution of the Toda chain equations (2.1) corresponding to the initial conditions b 0 =u 0 u0 then {b n (t) + β, u n (t)} is unique solution corresponding to the initial conditions b 0 =u 0 u0 + β. Thus the case β = 0 corresponds to a trivial shift of all coefficients b n by the same constant β.
So, in what follows we can assume that β = 0 (i.e. b −1 = 0 ) without loss of generality.
Boundary conditions of reflection type
In this section we consider restrictions for the Toda chain solutions u n (t), b n (t) arising from the boundary condition b −1 (t) = 0. We have a simple Lemma 1 Assume that the boundary condition b j (t) = 0 holds for some fixed integer j = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .. This condition is equivalent to conditions
on solutions of the Toda chain.
The proof of this Lemma is quite elementary. Indeed, assume that b j = 0. From the first equation of (2.1) we have u j+1 = u j . Then from the second equation of (2.1) (taken for n = j, j + 1) we obtain b j+1 = −b j−1 . The statement of the Lemma is obtained then by induction. The inverse statement is trivial.
Solutions of the Toda chain with such "reflection" behavior are equivalent to the type B Toda lattice solutions introduced by Ueno and Takasaki [22] .
This boundary condition has a simple mechanical meaning. Indeed, consider the Hamiltonian of the Toda chain
where p k , q k are standard canonical conjugated dynamical variables with the Poisson brackets
The limits N 1 , N 2 may be finite or infinite. The "standard" boundary conditions for the Toda chain are chosen as follows.
In this case we deal with a finite Toda chain consisting of N particles q 0 , q 1 , . . . , q N −1 (sometimes this model is called the "Toda molecule").
If q −1 = −∞ (without other restrictions) then we have semi-infinite (or restricted) Toda chain. This means that N 1 = 0 and N 2 = ∞. Finally, if all q i are finite we have unrestricted (twicely infinite) Toda chain with
If one defines new variables u k , b k by
then we return to already considered standard Toda chain equationṡ
The Toda molecule boundary conditions are then equivalent to
For semi-infinite Toda chain we have the only boundary condition
Due to translational invariance of the Toda chain we can conclude that the Toda molecule consisting of N particles can be realized if and only if the condition u j = u N +j = 0 holds where j is a fixed integer and N is a fixed positive integer.
There are however "nonstandard" but still very natural boundary conditions. Fix q 0 (t) ≡ 0. Then it is almost obvious from mechanical considerations that the chain is completely anti-symmetric with respect to the point q 0 = 0, i.e.
But conditions (3.7) are equivalent to reflection conditions (3.1) for j = 0. Due to translational symmetry of the Toda chain we see that the boundary condition (3.1) is equivalent to the condition q j (t) ≡ 0 (i.e. in the model described by Hamiltonian (3.2) we just fix one of the particle unmoving).
On the other hand we see that boundary condition b −1 (t) ≡ 0 is equivalent to the choice u 0 (t) = c 0 (t) when the Sturm-Liouville equation (2.9) is reduced to a simple Schrödinger equation (2.20) . Thus the "reflection" solutions of type B (in the sense of [22] ) (3.1) of the Toda chain correspond to solutions of the Schrödinger equation.
As a simple consequence of this boundary condition we have 
Toda chain, moments and KdV densities
The conserved densities σ m (x) of the KdV equation are determined through the following differentialrecurrence relations [18] :
where initial condition is
and U (x; t) satisfy the KdV equation
The potential U (x; t) is related with the Schrödinger equation
The well known Lax property of KdV states that under KdV evolution the energy E is a conserved quantity. All other conserved quantities I m can be constructed as integrals from the odd densities
Note that σ 2m−1 are polynomials of the variable U (x; t), U x (x, t), U xx (x, t), . . .. The even functions σ 2m are not important in theory of KdV [18] because they give complete derivatives (with respect to x) and hence lead to only trivial integrals. Now we can relate the KdV densities σ m (x) with the Toda chain moments c n (t). We put c 0 (t) = u 0 (t) = −U (t). Then it is elementary verified that
This means that system of the nonlinear equations (4.1) for the KdV densities coincides with the system of equations (2.2) for the unrestricted Toda under the additional condition
which is equivalent to the condition b −1 (t) = 0. Thus the theory of conserved densities of the KdV equation can be reduced to the theory of the unrestricted Toda chain with the additional condition (4.5).
Note that due to the condition σ 1 (x) = −U (x) we see that the Schrödinger potential U (x) coincides with the Toda "potential" u 0 (t):
This observation has several possible applications. First of all, we can apply already developed the Toda chain analysis to the theory of KdV (and Schrödinger) solutions. In particular, we can relate these solutions with the theory of corresponding orthogonal polynomials.
Second, starting from exactly solvable quantum mechanical potentials, we can construct corresponding Toda chain solutions and corresponding orthogonal polynomials.
Rational Stieltjes function and reflectionless potentials
Assuming the condition u 0 (t) = c 0 (t) (or equivalently b −1 (t) = 0), we see that
Let us consider the case of the rational Stieltjes function F (z; t), i.e.
where Q 1 (z; t) and Q 2 (z; t) are polynomials in z with coefficients depending on t. Without loss of generality we can assume that Q 2 (z) is a monic polynomial of a degree N :
. From definition (2.6) it follows that deg(Q 1 (z)) = N − 1 while from the Riccati equation (2.7) it follows that all zeros of the polynomial Q 2 (z) are simple: 2) i.e. the functions a k (t) are simple zeros of the polynomial Q 2 (z; t). Then we can present F (z; t) in an equivalent form as
with some functions A k (t) satisfying the condition 
For poles a k (t) we obtain from (2.7) a system of N nonlinear differential equations
It was shown in [24] that these equations describe an integrable rational Ruijsenaars-Schneider particle system with harmonic term. We thus see that this system is equivalent to the Toda molecule with additional boundary condition b −1 (t) ≡ 0. From (5.5) and (5.1) it follows that the function ψ(z; t) can be presented as
i.e. that the wave function is a polynomial in z multiplied by the exponential function e −zt/2 corresponding to the "free motion" (when u 0 (t) = 0).
It is well known (see, e.g. [24] ) that all such solutions of the Schrödinger equation (2.20) are in one-toone correspondence with the so-called reflectionless potentials (sometimes called the Bargmann potentials [3] ) obtained from the free Schrödinger equation with u 0 (t) = 0 by application of N succeeding Darboux transforms. We thus see that all rational solutions of the Riccati equation for the Stieltjes function correspond to the reflectionless potentials of the Schrödinger equation (and vice versa). Note that the system of nonlinear differential equations (5.6) appeared also in [13] n order to give an effective description of the Bargmann potentials.
Equations (5.6) are completely integrable, i.e. there exists N independent integrals of motion. This was shown in [24] where all these integrals were derived explicitly. In [13] it was also noticed that these integrals can be presented in the compact formȧ
where
The parameters µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . µ N are arbitrary and they play the role of the integrals of motion.
Equations (5.8) look like the Dubrovin equations [6] in the theory of finite-gap potentials. This is not surprising because in [19] it was shown that the Dubrovin equations describe time dynamics of the Toda chain solutions corresponding to second degree forms (finite-gap solutions). The solutions (5.3) correspond to a degeneration of the finite-gap solutions of the Toda chain.
There are simple consequences following from the choice of F (z; t) as a rational function.
Proposition 2 If the Stieltjes function F (z; t) for orthogonal polynomials P n (x; t) is a rational function (5.3) then (i) The polynomials P n (x; t) are orthogonal on the finite set of points a k :
with concentrated masses A k (t) = −ȧ k (t).
(ii) the monic orthogonal polynomial P N (x; t) has the explicit expression where the coefficients B 0 (t), B 2 (t), . . . B N (t) do not depend on n.
(v) the Hankel determinant H N +1 (t) vanishes H N +1 (t) ≡ 0, whereas the Hankel determinant H N (t) is proportional to square of the Vandermond determinant from parameters a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N :
Proofs of statements (i)-(iii) follows easily from theory polynomials orthogonal on a finite set of points (see, e.g. [2] , [5] ). Statement (iv) follows directly from (iii); moreover it follows from the well known theorem about rational generating functions [12] . Statement (v) follows from (iii) after simple manipulations with corresponding determinants.
There is simple matrix interpretation of the above equations for the quantities a i (t). Indeed, let us introduce the tridiagonal (Jacobi) matrix J of size
Introduce also the matrix A which is the lower-triangular part of the matrix J, i.e.
If we assume that the coefficients b 0 (t), b 1 (t), . . . b N −1 (t) and u 1 (t), u 2 (t), . . . u N −1 (t) satisfy the Toda chain equations (2.1) then the quantities a i (t), i = 1, 2, . . . , N are simple eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix J(t).
In matrix form equations (2.1) can be presented aṡ .14) is NOT in the Lax form and hence the matrix J(t) is no more isospectral. This means that the eigenvalues a i (t) do depend on t.
Solutions of type B and C and the spectral problem for tridiagonal per-skew symmetric matrices
We have already identified the Schrödinegr-type solutions with the solutions of type B proposed by Ueno and Takasaki [22] . In this section we consider solutions of type B and C from the point of view of spectral theory of corresponding Jacobi matrices. The type B solutions correspond to the boundary condition b −1 = 0 which is equivalent to the reflection conditions
The type C solutions correspond to the boundary condition b −1 = −b 0 which is equivalent to the reflection conditions For the type B let us introduce the tridiagonal matrices of size 2N + 1
Due to conditions (6.1) this matrix has a specific symmetry structure
Similarly, for the type C we can introduce the tridiagonal matrix of size 2N
Again, due to conditions (6.2) we have a specific symmetry structure
In order to clarify symmetry properties of the matrices (6.6) and (6.6) we introduce the reflection ( exchange) matrix
The matrix A is called the persymmetric if it is symmetric with respect to the reflection R:
where A T means transposed matrix. Similarly, the matrix A is called the per-skew symmetric if
In particular, the persymmetric tridiagonal matrix looks as
while tridiagonal per-skew symmetric matrix looks as
It is seen that the matrices (6.5) and (6.7) look very similar to per-skew symmetric tridiagonal matrices. In fact, they differ from per-skew symmetric tridiagonal matrices by a trivial similarity transformation. Indeed, let us introduce the diagonal matrix S with the entries
Obviously, S is an involution, i.e. S 2 = I, where I is the identical matrix. For any tridiagonal matrix 15) we have 16) i.e. under the transformation S the off-diagonal entries change their sign while diagonal entries remain the same. Whence,we have the Proposition 3 The Jacobi matrices corresponding to the types B and C of the Toda chain satisfy the defining relation
They are similar to per-skew symmetric tridiagonal matrices. The type B corresponds to the matrices with the odd size 2N + 1 while the type C corresponds to the matrices with the even size 2N .
Thus the spectral properties of the matrices of type B and C coincide with the spectral properties of per-skew symmetric matrices. Spectral theory of persymmetric tridiagonal matrices is well developed (see, e.g. [4] where the algorithm for the inverse spectral problem is proposed). Spectral properties of skew-persymmetric matrices are discussed in [21] . Here we present the main spectral properties of the per-skew symmetric matrices.
With any tridiagonal matrix (6.15) one can associate a system of orthogonal polynomials P n (x) defined by the three-term recurrence relation P n+1 + b n P n (x) + u n P n−1 (x) = xP n (x), n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (6.18) and initial conditions
In case if all off-diagonal entries are positive u i > 0, the spectrum of the Jacobi matrix is simple 20) where
are linearly independent eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues x s . These eigenvectors can be presented in terms of orthogonal polynomials
The eigenvalues x s are distinct zeros of the "final" polynomial P N (x):
The polynomials P n (x) are orthogonal with respect to a discrete measure on the real axis
where h n = u 1 u 2 . . . u n is the normalization factor. The discrete weights are positive w s > 0; they can be uniquely determined from the matrix J. From general theory of the per-skew symmetric matrices [21] it is easy to derive the In particular, if the dimension N of the matrix is odd then one of these roots is zero:
If N is even then we have N/2 distinct positive zeros and corresponding negative zeros with the same absolute values. Define the characteristic polynomial of these roots:
If N is even then the polynomial Ω(x) is even:
If N is odd then Ω(x) is odd:
Note that Ω(x) = P N (x) which follows from the fact that the roots of the polynomial P N (x) coincide with the eigenvalues x s .
It is convenient to introduce the orthonormal polynomials π n (x) by the formula
These polynomials satisfy the recurrence relation a n+1 π n+1 (x) + b n π n (x) + a n π m (x) = xπ n (x), (6.29) with a n = √ u n > 0. Orthogonality relation for the polynomials π n (x) reads
Proposition 5 Assume that J is a per-skew symmetric Jacobi matrix with positive off-diagonal entries u i . Then: (i) the weights w s satisfy the properties
(ii) the orthonormal polynomials π N −1 (x) satisfy the property
Moreover, if the zeros x s satisfy the symmetry condition (6.24) then any of the properties (i) or (ii) determine the per-skew symmetric Jacobi matrix J.
The proof of this proposition follows from general properties of orthogonal polynomials corresponding to the Jacobi matrices J and J * = RA T R (see [26] , [27] for details). Note that in the special case of pure persymmetric matrix (i.e. all diagonal entries b i vanish) we have the condition [27] π N −1 (x s ) = (−1)
where it is assumed that the eigenvalue are ordered by increase: x 0 < x 1 < . . . < x N −1 . In this case the polynomial π N −1 (x) can be restored uniquely by the Lagrange interpolation formula. We thus know explicitly two monic polynomials: Ω(x) = P N (x) and P N −1 (x). This gives an efficient algorithm to restore uniquely the persymmetric Jacobi matrix J [27] . In case of per-skew symmetric matrices we can put
with arbitrary positive parameters τ s . Then all values π N −1 (x s ) can be determined by (6.32). Again, we know explicitly the polynomials P N (x) and P N −1 (x) and the per-skew symmetric Jacobi matrix J can be restored uniquely using the same algorithm as in [27] . Alternatively, one can start with the prescribed discrete weights. Assume e.g. that N is even. We can take ρ 0 , ρ 1 , . . . , ρ N/2−1 as arbitrary positive parameters. Define then ρ i = 1/ρ N −1−i for i = N/2, N/2+1, . . . , N −1. We can identify
where the normalization coefficient µ can be found from the condition w 0 + w 1 + . . . + w N −1 = 1. Starting with these data,we can construct uniquely the polynomials P n (x) and corresponding per-skew symmetric Jacobi matrix J using standard algorithms [4] . If all diagonal entries vanish, i.e. b n = 0, then the per-skew symmetric matrix becomes the ordinary persymmetric matrix. In this case it is sufficient to start with prescribed eigenvalues x s satisfying the symmetry condition (6.24). The corresponding persymmetric Jacobi matrix J can be restored uniquely [4] . We thus see that in contrast to the case of the persymmetric matrices, the inverse spectral problem for per-skew symmetric matrices needs more information than knowledge of the eigenvalues only.
Simple examples of the Toda-Schrödinger correspondence
Assume that a potential u 0 (t) is chosen as the initial condition. Then by (4.5) the recurrence coefficient b 0 (t) is uniquely expressible via the "potential" u 0 (t): b 0 (t) =ċ 0 /c 0 =u 0 /u 0 . Clearly, the next recurrence coefficients u n (t), b n (t) are expressible uniquely in terms of u 0 (t).
Consider several simple examples. Let us choose u 0 (t) = α/t 2 ,
with an arbitrary parameter α (this corresponds to the simplest quantum mechanical centrifugal potential).
Then it is easily verified that
In this example we obtain that orthogonal polynomials P n (x; t) coincide with the associated Laguerre polynomials [19] . Quite similarly, choosing
one obtains the solution
These recurrence coefficients correspond to the associated Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials [19] . Finally, consider the choice
(the N-solitonic potential). Then we obtain
The recurrence coefficients (7.2) correspond to the associated Krawtchouk polynomials [10] . Moreover, it is seen that u N = 0 and hence we have a special case when the Stieltjes function is rational. Let us consider this case in more details. From results of the previous section it follows that the solution of the Schrödinger equation (2.20) with the potential (7.1) can be presented as 3) where Q N (z; t) is a monic polynomial of the n-th degree
with the coefficients r k (t) depending on t. Let us stress that solution (7.3) is NOT the general solution of the Schrödinger equation (2.20) . It is the unique special solution which satisfies the asymptotic condition
The polynomial Q N (z; t) can be constructed recursively, using the Darboux transformation of the Schrödinger equation.
Recall basic facts concerning the Darboux transform for the Schrödinger equation (see. e.g. [15] ). Let ψ(t) be a generic solution of the Schrödinger equation (2.20) . Assume that the function φ(t) is a special solution of the same Schrödinger equation 5) with the spectral parameter z equal to µ. Then the functioñ
is the generic solution of the Schrödinger equatioñ
Note that κ can be an arbitrary constant. For the potential u 0 (t) = N (N + 1) cosh −2 (t) it is verified that the function
is the desired special solution corresponding to the eigenvalue µ = 2(N +1). Then the Darboux transformation leads to the potential u 0 (t) = (N + 1)(N + 2) cosh −2 (t), i.e. it is equivalent to the shift N → N + 1. The solution (7.3) becomes 10) where the polynomial Q N +1 (z; t) is related with Q N (z; t) as Q N +1 (z; t) = (z − 2(N + 1) tanh t) Q N (z; t) − 2Q N (z; t). (7.11) From (7.11) it is seen that Q N +1 (z; t) is a monic polynomial of degree N + 1:
Hence formula (7.10) gives the unique solution of the Schrödinger equation (2.20) with the potential u 0 (t) = (N + 1)(N + 2) cosh −2 (t). Clearly, Q 0 (z; t) = 1. Then all next polynomials Q 1 (z; t), Q 2 (z; t), . . . are determined uniquely from relation (7.11) . It is easy to see that Q n (z, t) is also a polynomial of degree N with respect to the variable y = tanh(t). Hence, relation (7.11) can be rewritten in the form
Relation (7.13) is a special example of a class of relations for polynomials Q N (y) in the variable y of degree N : 14) where τ (y) and σ(y) are polynomial of degrees at most one and two. These relations go back to Stieltjes. Their role for solutions of the Toda chain was considered in [17] and [25] . The first three polynomials Q N (z; y) are Q 1 (z; y) = z + 2y, Q 2 (z; y) = z 2 + 6yz + 4(3y 2 − 1),
where y = tanh(t). The polynomial Q N (z; t) has simple zeros a i (t) satisfying non-linear equations (5.6). For generic t it is impossible to give explicit expressions for the functions a i (t). However, for t = 0 (i.e. for y = 0) the polynomials Q N (z; 0) have explicit zeros: if N = 2j is even then a k (0) = ±(2 + 4k), k = 0, 1, . . . , j − 1. (7.16) If N = 2j + 1 is odd then a k (0) = ±(4k), k = 0, 1, . . . , j. (7.17) Formulas (7.16) and (7.17) can be derived using the theory of classical orthogonal polynomials. Indeed, for t = 0 the recurrence relation for the polynomials P n (x; 0) has the form P n+1 (x; 0) + (N − n)(N + n + 1)P n−1 (x; 0) = xP n (x; 0). (7.18) This recurrence relation can be identified with a special class of the Hahn polynomials.
Recall that the monic Hahn polynomials H n (x; α, β, M ) depend on 3 parameters α, β, M and satisfy the recurrence relation [10] H
with
When M is a positive integer, the Jacobi matrix J corresponding to the Hahn polynomials, has the spectrum
Consider the special case of the Hahn polynomials with
Under these conditions we have
Comparing recurrence coefficients (7.24) with (7.18) we conclude that the polynomials P n (x; 0) coincide (up to a trivial affine transformation of the argument x) with the Hahn polynomials H n (1/2, 1/2, N − 1). This leads to the spectrum x s coinciding with (7.16) and (7.17). We thus obtained self-similar solutions of simple form. They correspond to solutions with separated variables of the Toda chain (for details see, e.g. [17] and [19] ).
However the above examples with the elementary solutions for u n (t), b n (t) are rather exceptional. In the next section we consider a less elementary example leading to so-called Vorob'ev-Yablonskii polynomials in the theory of the Painlevé-II equation.
Linear potential and the Vorob'ev-Yablonskii polynomials
Recall that the Painlevé-II equation has the form [8] 
with an arbitrary parameter α. When α = N + 1/2 (and only in this case) with an arbitrary non-negative integer N , the unique rational solutions of the Painlevé-II equation arise. These solutions have the form
where H n (t) are the Hankel determinants constructed from the moments
The moments a n (t) are connected by conditions [8] a n+1 (t) =ȧ n + n−1 s=0 a s a n−1−s (8.3) and initial conditions a 0 (t) = t, a 1 (t) = 1.
It is easily seen that equations (8.3) coincide with equations (2.2) under identification a n (t) = c n (t) and initial conditions u 0 (t) = c 0 (t) = t. (8.5) (Note that this choice of u 0 (t) corresponds to the linear potential of the Schrödinger equation having explicit solutions in terms of the Airy functions [11] ). It is obvious from the Toda chain equations (2.1) and initial conditions (8.5) that both u n (t) and b n (t) are rational functions in t. Expressions of these rational functions become of more and more complicated when n increases. Moreover, from correspondence between Toda chain and orthogonal polynomials [19] we have
is the normalization coefficient of the orthogonal polynomials h n (t) = c 0 (t)u 1 u 2 . . . u n .
But condition (8.6) is equivalent to (8.2) and hence V N (t) = b N (t) and hence we have the Note that the Hankel determinants H n (t) in this case coincide with so-called Yablonskii-Vorob'ev polynomials [8] . These polynomials were introduced in order to describe all rational solutions of Painlevé-II equation. In our approach these polynomials appear quite naturally under the simplest choice of the linear potential in the Schrödinger equation. Corresponding Schrödinger equation (2.20) ψ + (t − z 2 /4)ψ = 0 (8.7)
describes a quantum particle in the linear potential (say, in the uniform gravity field near the Earth surface) [11] . Its general solution is well known ψ(z; t) = Q 1 (z)Ai(z 2 /4 − t) + Q 2 (z)Bi(z 2 /4 − t), (8.8) where Ai(x) and Bi(x) are the standard Airy functions [1] and Q 1 (z), Q 2 (z) arbitrary functions in z. From asymptotic behavior at z → ∞ [1] we can conclude that in (8.8) necessarily Q 1 (z) ≡ 0. The term Q 2 (z) can be arbitrary and we can put Q 2 (z) = 1 without loss of generality. For the Stieltjes function we then have from (5.1)
F (z; t) =ψ (z; t) ψ(z; t)
Thus the Stieltjes function F (z; t) has a simple explicit expression in terms of logarithmic derivative of the Airy function Bi(x). In a slightly different form this result was obtained in [7] . In our approach this result follows naturally from the Toda-Schrödinger correspondence.
On the other hand, it can be shown that these orthogonal polynomials belong to a special type of the Laguerre-Hahn polynomials.
Indeed, the Laguerre-Hahn orthogonal polynomials are defined through their Stieltjes function F (z) satisfying the Riccati equation [14] A(z)F ′ (z) = B(z)F 2 (z) + C(z)F (z) + D(z), (8.10) where A(z), B(z), C(z), D(z) are polynomials in z having no common zeros. From results [7] one can obtain that the Stieltjes function corresponding to the moments with initial condition c 0 = u 0 = t satisfies the Riccati equation (in [7] this Riccati equation appeared in a slightly different form due to initial choice of the generating function for the moments c n (t))
2F
′ (z; t) = zF 2 (z; t) − z 2 F (z; t) + tz + 1. (8.11)
We thus see that our orthogonal polynomials indeed belong to the Laguerre-Hahn class with A(z) = 2, B(z) = z, C(z) = −z 2 , D(z; t) = tz + 1.
